
 
 

Women’s Artistic Gymnastics – Point Allocation Criteria & Charts 

 

Athlete Awards 
 

Karen Kelsall Award 

Top AA @ WCC in young L8. If there is a tie, best BCWG results will prevail. If the tie still remains, both 
athletes are awarded. + their coach/team 

Sandra Hartley Award (2) 

Top AA L9 @ CC. If there is a tie in ranking between old and young or if there is a tie within level and age, 
both athletes are awarded. + coach/team 

Top AA L10 @ CC. If there is a tie in ranking between old and young or if there is a tie within level and age, 
best CWG results prevail. If the tie still remains, both athletes are awarded. + coach/team 

Shallon Olsen Award 

Top combined AA Novice @ CC. If there is a tie, best CWG results prevail. If the tie still remains, both 
athletes are awarded. + coach/team 

Kate Richardson Award 

Top AA SR/JR @ CC + NT + GymCan international assignment & results. Point system as per below. If 
there is a tie for most points, both athletes are awarded. + coach/team 

Time period: from the day after CC to the final day of CC. 

Highest ranked combined AA SR/JR @ CC for BC 1pt 
On CWG team BC 2pt each 
On NT 2pt 
Espoir 1pt 
Each GymCan international assignment (min World Cup) 1pt each 
Each medal at World Cup/Continentals 2pt each 
Each individual final at Worlds/Olympics 3pt each 

 



 
 

Club Awards 
 

Gladys Hartley Provincial Club of the Year 

Based on the number of provincial level athletes (up to L8 + Aspire) winning their categories at BCs, 
BCWG and placing highest for BC at WCC Point system below. If there is a tie for most points, the club 
with the most WCC points will prevail. If the tie still remains, the club with the most athletes at WCC will 
prevail. If the tie still remains, both clubs are awarded. 

BCs Westerns 
L7/8 AA Champ 2pt/level Highest ranked L8 2pt/age group 
L6/7/8 AA Champ 1pt/age group Highest ranked L9 2pt/age group 
L6 Team Champs 2pt Highest ranked L10 2pt/age group 
L7 Team Champs 2pt 
L8 Team Champ 2pt 

 

Sev Heiberg National Club of the Year 

Based on the number of national level athletes (L9-10) winning their categories at BCs and placing the 
highest for BC at WCC and CC 

Point system below. If there is a tie for most points, the club with the most CC points will prevail. If the tie 
still remains, the club with the most L9/10 athletes at CC will prevail. If the tie still remains, both clubs are 
awarded. 

BCs Westerns Canadians 
L9/10 AA Champ 1pt/age group Highest ranked L9 2pt/age group Highest ranked L9 3pt/age group 
L9 Team Champs 2pt Highest ranked L10 2pt/age group Highest ranked L10 3pt/age group 
L10 Team Champs 2pt 
 

High Performance Club of the Year 

Based on number and success of HP athletes through the year 

Point system blow. If there is a tie for most points, the club with the most HP athletes will prevail. If the tie 
still remains, the club with the biggest international achievement will prevail. If the tie still remains, both 
clubs are awarded. 

Each HP athlete 1pt each 
Highest ranked combined AA SR/JR/Novice @ CC for BC 1pt 
Each athlete on CWG team BC 2pt each 
On NT 2pt each 
Espoir 1pt each 
Each GymCan international assignment (min World Cup) 1pt each 
Each medal at World Cup/Continentals 2pt each 
Each individual final at Worlds/Olympics 3pt each 

 


